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Slow data is an insight killer!
Today’s topic

Data preparation and data wrangling

One of the most difficult and time-consuming challenges that users of data discovery tools face.
Fast, data-driven decisions!
Agenda

1. The need for data preparation.
2. Data preparation in TIBCO Spotfire®.
3. Demo of the latest Spotfire data preparation tools.
4. Q&A
“Through 2020, spending on self-service visual discovery and data preparation market will grow 2.5x faster than traditional IT-controlled tools for similar functionality.”

IDC FutureScape: Worldwide Big Data and Analytics 2016 Predictions
Data preparation market

Challenges

• Wrangling tools are expected to be self-service and designed for business users.
• Data must be trusted and credible for decisions.
• Increased variety of data formats and sources.

Gartner’s market definition

• Stand-alone Product
• Integrated as part of data science/advanced analytics
• Integrated as part of bi/data discovery/analytics

Envision giving end users a lot of flexibility to pull and use data from a central hub

Forrester 2015
Data preparation for analytics

Data Sources → IT Data Preparation → Analysts Analytics

1. Self-Service Data Discovery
   - Prepare and analyze data using tools that are
     - Easy-to-use
     - Visually interactive

2. Stand-alone tools for Data Wrangling
Two types of inline data wrangling – built right into Spotfire

**Upfront data preparation**

15 extremely valuable minutes

Relevant columns, correct data types, data formatting, filters, joins...

**Inline data preparation**

Inline data preparation really increases the value of time spent

“Wrangle data yourself, don’t wrangle IT!”

Successful wrangling makes it to the data warehouse
Inline data wrangling architectural benefits

• Fewer licenses, reduced maintenance and education costs.
• Keeps one version of the truth.
• Makes it easier to secure data and data environments.
Data wrangling with visual overlay

In Spotfire, the effect of data wrangling is directly confirmed in visualizations, in real-time. Strange-looking recommendations are easily fixed with inline wrangling of the data:

Sales as data type string...

...some quick inline wrangling...

...unlocks the aggregations expected in the visualization.
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Data preparation and data wrangling in Spotfire
Q&A

Questions and answers
Come see us at the Spotfire data preparation demo booth!